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I. Introduction 

This case is about the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) operating 

a punitive driver’s license suspension scheme that automatically suspends the Pennsylvania 

license of every person convicted of a drug-related offense, even if the offense is unrelated to 

traffic safety.  For people already facing the economic and social hardships brought on by the 

collateral consequences of a criminal conviction, the ability to find and maintain employment, 

access medical treatment, reliably make court-ordered probation appointments, obtain medical 

care for children and dependent family members, and maintain familial ties is essential to 

establishing and maintaining law-abiding, socially productive lives.   

Pennsylvania’s suspension scheme is counterproductive, irrational, and serves no 

discernible government purpose beyond systematically discriminating against a particular class 

of offenders.  PennDOT itself recognizes “the ineffectiveness of driver's license suspensions for 

non-traffic violations[,]” advocating for an end to the burdensome policy.  Ex. 1, Presentation on 

Driver’s License Suspension, p. 5–10, 20 (statement by D. Arroyo).  Not only are drug 

convictions in and of themselves unrelated to traffic safety, but suspension of licenses undercuts 

the State’s own interests in preventing recidivism and having productive citizens. Singling out 

people with drug convictions for license suspension based on no criteria relevant to traffic safety 

violates equal protection, procedural due process, and the fundamental right to intrastate travel.  

Plaintiffs therefore respectfully ask this Court to issue a preliminary injunction prohibiting the 

Secretary of Transportation from issuing license suspensions based solely on drug convictions. 

II. Statement of Facts 

A. Pennsylvania Suspended Plaintiffs’ Driver’s Licenses Because They Had 

Minor, Non-Traffic Related Drug Convictions 

Named Plaintiffs Russell Harold and Sean Williams are residents of Pennsylvania who 
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were convicted of drug offenses in 2017.  Because of these convictions, the Secretary of 

Transportation has automatically suspended their driver’s licenses. 

i. Russell Harold  

Russell Harold is a 52-year-old resident of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  Ex. 2, Harold 

Decl.  Mr. Harold has a diagnosed disability and he lives with his father.  Id.  He has six children 

and nine grandchildren who, before he lost his license, he saw on almost a daily basis.  Id.  In 

2017, Mr. Harold was found in possession of a small amount of marijuana and Xanax.  Id.  

Because he had two prior convictions over the span of his lifetime — including a conviction 

occurring thirty years ago — Mr. Harold lost his license for two years, a punishment that he will 

endure until late 2019.  Id. 

Mr. Harold’s driver’s license suspension has impacted his personal and financial life.  

Mr. Harold’s disability and various health problems require him to see a doctor several times a 

month. Id.  He used to drive himself to the doctor, but now as a result of unreliable public 

transportation, he has missed many of his doctor’s appointments.  Id.  Mr. Harold lives only with 

his elderly father, meaning he must be self-reliant in seeking medical treatment and managing his 

health.  Mr. Harold’s disability has been exacerbated by his license suspension and his inability 

to make doctor’s appointments, and he now experiences great difficulty in attempting to schedule 

and attend new doctor’s appointments.  Id. 

Prior to the loss of his license, Mr. Harold owned and single-handedly operated a 

successful home cleaning business, for which he used his personal vehicle.  Because of his 

license suspension, Mr. Harold can no longer operate his cleaning business.  Id.  He can only 

work if his clients agree to transport him and his cleaning supplies to and from their homes.  Id.  

Mr. Harold often goes weeks without work, and he has been forced to sleep at clients’ homes 

when they could not pick him up and take him back the same day.  Id.  When Mr. Harold had a 
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valid license, he made up to $700 dollars a week cleaning homes; now, he rarely can find work, 

and when he does, he makes no more than $200 a week.  Id.  Many of Mr. Harold’s former 

clients are inaccessible by public transportation and unwilling or unable to pick him up and drop 

him off each time their home needs to be cleaned.  Id.  As a result, Mr. Harold has lost most of 

his clients and nearly all his home cleaning income.  Id.  Mr. Harold has been seeking additional 

work online and through a job seekers’ texting service, but like so many people with suspended 

driver’s licenses, he must forgo opportunities that require driving, that are inaccessible by public 

transportation, or that require working hours outside public transportation’s operating hours.  Id.  

Despite his daily efforts, Mr. Harold has been unable to find additional work.  

Mr. Harold’s ability to care for and connect with loved ones has been affected by his 

license suspension.  Mr. Harold’s girlfriend has a medical condition that requires frequent 

treatment and renders her temporarily visionless after she receives medical treatment.  Id.  Mr. 

Harold can no longer drive her to and from the doctor — instead, he must escort her on public 

transportation while she is unable to see.  Id.  Mr. Harold’s children and grandchildren live in 

areas outside of Philadelphia that are inaccessible by public transportation.  Id.  Prior to his 

license suspension, Mr. Harold’s family members maintained a constant, stabilizing presence in 

his life — but now he goes months without seeing his family.  Id.   

ii. Sean Williams  

Sean Williams is a 25-year-old resident of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  Ex. 3, Williams 

Decl.  Like many other young Black males in Philadelphia, Mr. Williams is stopped and frisked 

by law enforcement often — indeed, he is stopped virtually every time he leaves his home.  Id.  

Mr. Williams has been arrested three times, each for marijuana-related offenses in 2017.  He has 

never been found with more than a small, personal amount of marijuana in his possession.  Id. 

As a result of his convictions, Mr. Williams’ ability to drive has been suspended until 
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March of 2019.  At the time of his convictions, Mr. Williams had been driving on a valid 

learner’s permit for two years and was attempting to get his full-time driver’s license to help him 

get a job and take care of his family.  Id.  Mr. Williams’ marijuana convictions did not involve an 

automobile or traffic safety.  In fact, has never been cited for a traffic violation of any kind.  Id.  

He has a perfect driving record.   

Mr. Williams lives with his grandmother, who has Lupus, and he is her primary 

caretaker.  Id.  Prior to the loss of his driver’s permit, he drove her to daily activities and doctor’s 

appointments.  Because Mr. Williams can no longer drive, his grandmother must walk or take 

public transportation to her doctor’s appointments — even in severe weather — despite the fact 

that she has difficulty seeing and that she is often in severe pain due to Lupus.  Id. 

As a result of his convictions, Mr. Williams has a responsibility to meet with a probation 

officer every month.  Id.  Mr. Williams has no choice but to rely on public transportation to meet 

his court-ordered obligations, and he has been late to several of his probation meetings as a result 

of unanticipated delays — jeopardizing his probation status and putting him in danger of 

additional criminal penalties at a time when he is trying to rebuild his life.  See id. 

Mr. Williams is indigent, and his family does not have the resources to afford him a 

criminal lawyer or fully support his newborn child.  Prior to his permit suspension, Mr. Williams 

was searching for a job — now that he is unable to take any job requiring a license, requiring 

working hours outside public transportation’s operating hours, or inaccessible by public 

transport, the prospect of gaining employment is unlikely, if not impossible.  Id.  Mr. Williams 

now searches online for job opportunities but has been unable to obtain employment with a 

suspended license, despite his best efforts.  Id. 

In April 2017, Mr. Williams’ first child, a son, was born prematurely.  Id.  Mr. Williams’ 
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son has never left the hospital and has been in intensive care for the past eight months.  Id.  Mr. 

Williams takes public transportation every day to see him.  Id.  His son will be coming home 

from the hospital soon. Id.  Premature infants are extremely vulnerable and require frequent 

medical appointments, but Mr. Williams will not be able to drive his son to the doctor. Id.   

There is a high possibility of an emergency medical situation occurring after his son comes 

home, but if it does, Mr. Williams will be unable to rush his baby to seek medical attention.  Id.    

B. Pennsylvania Runs a Counterproductive and Discriminatory Driver’s 

License Suspension Scheme 

Defendants’ practice of singling out those convicted of drug-related crimes is an attempt 

to punish drug offenders beyond their lawful sentence and to burden virtually every aspect of 

their lives.  Because it has no rational connection to legitimate state interests, Pennsylvania’s 

suspension policy can only be explained as state-sanctioned discrimination on the basis of a 

particular animus toward people with drug convictions.   

i. Pennsylvania Automatically Suspends the License of Every Person 

with a Drug Conviction 

Pennsylvania automatically suspends the license of every person with a drug conviction, 

regardless of the nature of the underlying offense and regardless of the person’s driving history.  

The Secretary of Transportation enforces this suspension scheme pursuant to 75 Pa. C.S.A. § 

1532(c), which reads, in part: 

The department shall suspend the operating privilege of any person upon receiving 

a certified record of the person's conviction of any offense involving the 

possession, sale, delivery, offering for sale, holding for sale or giving away of any 

controlled substance under the laws of the United States, this Commonwealth or 

any other state . . . . 

 

75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(c).  The length of the suspension depends upon the number of 

prior convictions, with six months imposed for the first offense, one year for the second, and two 

years of license suspension for a third and any subsequent offense.  Id.   
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Pennsylvania’s animus toward people with drug convictions is evident: excluding traffic-

related crimes, drug convictions are the only crimes for which the Department of Transportation 

suspends the driver’s licenses of adults over 21.  See 75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(c).  

Defendants thus punish people found in possession of a small amount of marijuana (unrelated to 

driving) with the same consequence as people convicted of aggravated assault while driving 

under the influence, vehicular manslaughter, or any other dangerous activity that results in the 

loss of one’s ability to drive.  See 75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. §§ 1532(a)-(b) and § 1532(c). 

Even a conviction as minor as low-level marijuana possession results in automatic 

suspension.  Even a first offense results in automatic suspension.  Even a conviction for an 

offense that is not considered a crime in Pennsylvania results in automatic suspension.  See id. 

(“. . . under the laws of the United States, this Commonwealth or any other state”) (emphasis 

added).  Even a conviction unrelated to traffic safety — like Plaintiffs’ — results in automatic 

suspension. Even a perfect driving record will not prevent automatic suspension; a safe driver 

like Mr. Williams, who has never been cited for a traffic-related offense in his life, will lose his 

license automatically on the basis of an irrelevant drug conviction.   

ii. License Suspension Hinders People from Overcoming a Criminal 

Conviction in Pennsylvania  

People with convictions are some of the most at-risk members of society.  They face 

increased barriers to employment,
1
 education,

2
 affordable housing,

3
 voting rights,

4
 and more.   

                                                 
1
 See, e.g., 18 PA. CONS. STAT. § 9125(a) (“Whenever an employer is in receipt of information which is 

part of an employment applicant's criminal history record information file, it may use that information for 

the purpose of deciding whether or not to hire the applicant”); see also MICHELLE NATIVIDAD 

RODRIGUEZ & MAURICE EMSELLEM, NAT’L EMP’T LAW CTR., 65 MILLION ‘NEED NOT APPLY’: THE 

CASE FOR REFORMING CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR EMPLOYMENT 1 (“[M]ajor companies as 

well as smaller employers routinely deny people with criminal records any opportunity to establish their 

job qualifications. For any number of entry-level jobs, . . . employers and staffing agencies post . . . job 

ads that unambiguously close the doors on applicants with criminal records.”), available at 

http://www.nelp.org/content/uploads/2015/03/65_Million_Need_Not_Apply.pdf; Binyamin Appelbaum, 
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Research has consistently found that having a driver’s license can be necessary to 

maintain a job, pursue educational opportunities, and care for children and dependent relatives.  

See “Letter to Colleague” from Vanita Gupta & Lisa Foster, U.S. Department of Justice (Mar. 

14, 2016).
5
  Not only is license suspension a direct barrier to finding employment in the first 

place, but a valid driver’s license is also essential to maintaining employment.  See Alana 

Semuels, “No Driver’s License, No Job,” The Atlantic (June 15, 2016).
6
  Indeed, a rigorous study 

of New Jersey drivers found 42% of drivers lost their jobs after their driving abilities were 

suspended.  Jon A. Carnegie, Ian M. Voorhees Transportation Center, Rutgers, The State 

University of New Jersey, Driver’s License Suspensions, Impacts and Fairness Study 56 (2007).
7
  

Of those drivers, 45% were unable to find new employment.  Id.  Loss of a license perpetuates a 

cycle of poverty: many people living in poverty have service-industry jobs that require irregular 

                                                                                                                                                             
Out of Trouble, but Criminal Records Keep Men Out of Work, NEW YORK TIMES (Feb. 28, 2015) (“The 

reluctance of employers to hire people with criminal records, combined with laws that place broad 

categories of jobs off-limits . . . is preventing millions of American men from becoming, in that old 

phrase, productive members of society.”), available at 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/01/business/out-of-trouble-but-criminal-records-keep-men-out-of-

work.html. 
2
 In a 2008 survey, 66% of participating colleges and universities reported that they collect criminal 

justice information from their applicants in admissions proceedings.  Forty percent of those reported that 

they would not admit applicants who are currently on probation or parole, 33% said that pending 

misdemeanors or misdemeanor arrests can hurt an application, and 11% reported that they viewed “lesser-

offense youthful offender adjudications” in a negative light.  CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES, 

CLOSING THE DOORS TO HIGHER EDUCATION: ANOTHER COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCE OF A CRIMINAL 

CONVICTION 4, 17, 18 (2008). 
3
 “[P]ublicly funded and private housing are often unavailable to people with criminal records and their 

families.”  Reducing Criminal Record Barriers to Housing, LEGAL ACTION CENTER, https://lac.org/what-

we-do/criminal-justice/reducing-criminal-record-barriers-to-housing/ (last visited Oct. 6, 2017); see also 

Elayne Weiss, Housing Access for People with Criminal Records, NAT’L LOW INCOME HOUSING 

COALITION 6-19 (“Resources, especially affordable housing, are already scarce in the low income 

communities where formerly incarcerated persons typically return. Indeed, there is currently a shortage of 

7.2 million affordable rental units that are available to extremely low income households.”). 
4
 “[A]n estimated 6.1 million voters [are] banned from the polls today” due to felony disenfranchisement.  

THE SENTENCING PROJECT, FELONY DISENFRANCHISEMENT: A PRIMER 5 (2016), available at 

http://www.sentencingproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Felony-Disenfranchisement-Primer.pdf. 
5
 https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/832461/download 

6
 https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/06/no-drivers-license-no-job/486653 

7
 http://www.nj.gov/transportation/refdata/research/reports/FHWA-NJ-2007-020-V1.pdf 
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hours outside the typical nine-to-five work day, with no time flexibility or tolerance for tardiness.  

For a poor person with a suspended license, relying on public transportation to consistently 

arrive on time to work can be extremely difficult and time consuming, if possible at all. 

Even when suspensions last only six months — as they do only for a first offense — 

those first six months after receiving a criminal conviction are crucial to law-abiding behavior.  

A person under community supervision has a multitude of obligations and constraints that 

become significantly more burdensome when that person cannot drive.  For example, a person on 

probation may be required to “report to [their] assigned probation officer as required,” pay fees 

associated with supervision, and “make every effort to obtain and maintain employment,” among 

many other requirements. See, e.g., Adult Probation: Rules, Fifth Judicial Dist. of Pa., County of 

Allegheny.
8
  Courts can impose additional conditions requiring individuals to “enter or attend 

treatment,” “obtain a GED,” or any number of other major obligations that are difficult or 

impossible to meet without being able to drive.  Adult Probation/Parole Department — 

Questions & Answers, First Judicial Dist. of Pa., Phila.
9
  Failure to comply with these 

requirements can lead to arrest or incarceration.  See id.  

Many people with license suspensions do not have reliable transportation alternatives.  

An analysis of hundreds of performance reports from the Southeastern Pennsylvania 

Transportation Authority (SEPTA) — the public transit system serving Philadelphia — found 

that SEPTA was “consistently unreliable.”  Jared Whalen, SEPTA: It’s a Long, Long Ride, 

Philadelphia Inquirer (Aug 14, 2016).
10

  This phenomenon is not limited to Philadelphia; of the 

290 cities that provided public ridership data to the National Transit Database in 2013, the 

majority of Pennsylvania’s main urban areas rank in the bottom half.  Reuben Fischer-Baum, 

                                                 
8
 https://www.alleghenycourts.us/criminal/adult_probation/rules.aspx  

9
 www.courts.phila.gov/pdf/site/appd-faq.pdf 

10
 www.philly.com/philly/business/transportation/septa_regional_rail_trains_timetable_reliability.html  
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“How Your City’s Public Transit Stacks Up,” FiveThirtyEight (July 31, 2014).
11

  Pennsylvania’s 

inadequate public transportation system is particularly problematic for those who live in rural 

areas or those who are handicapped.  A 2014 study found that more than half (57%) of 

Pennsylvania’s counties are not served by any public transit system whatsoever, and 36% of 

Pennsylvania’s public transportation vehicles are not ADA compliant.  See Rural Transportation 

Fact Book 2016, Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute, pp. 38, 40.
12

 

III. Defendants’ License Suspension Scheme Deprives Plaintiffs of Their Fundamental 

Rights and Discriminates in Violation of the Fourteenth Amendment 

Pennsylvania’s policy of suspending the license of every person with a drug conviction 

serves no discernible purpose beyond excessively punishing a targeted subset of people with 

criminal convictions.  It threatens public safety by decreasing the economic opportunities and 

general wellbeing of people with drug convictions, thereby increasing the chances of recidivism.  

This punitive suspension scheme is not only bad policy, it is also unconstitutional. 

Plaintiffs request that this Court enjoin the Secretary of Transportation of the 

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation from continuing to enforce these suspensions for 

four reasons: (A) Plaintiffs are highly likely to succeed on the merits of their claims because 

automatically suspending the license of every person with a drug conviction violates the Due 

Process and Equal Protection Clauses; (B) without injunctive relief, Plaintiffs will remain 

hindered from finding and maintaining employment, attending medical appointments, and 

fulfilling their daily responsibilities to their dependent relatives, including Mr. Williams’ 

premature infant son; (C) an injunction will not harm Defendants because the suspensions do not 

benefit Defendants in any way and halting them would in fact be less expensive and more 

beneficial to the State; and (D) an injunction will serve the public interest by ending 

                                                 
11

 https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/  
12

 www.surtc.org/transitfactbook/downloads/2016-rural-transit-fact-book.pdf 
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Pennsylvania’s policy of trapping people in a cycle of poverty and entanglement with the 

criminal justice system by removing their access to viable transportation when they are most 

vulnerable.  See Reilly v. City of Harrisburg, 858 F.3d 173, 176 (3d Cir. 2017) (outlining the four 

prerequisites a moving party must show to obtain a preliminary injunction) (citing Del. River 

Port Auth. v. Transamerican Trailer Transport, Inc., 501 F.2d 917, 919–20 (3d Cir. 1974)). 

A. Plaintiffs Are Highly Likely to Succeed on the Merits Because Pennsylvania’s 

Policy of Targeting People with Drug Convictions Violates Plaintiffs’ 

Constitutional Rights Under Both Equal Protection and Due Process 

Plaintiffs are highly likely to succeed on the merits because Pennsylvania violates their 

constitutional rights under the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses by targeting them for 

automatic license suspension simply because they have drug convictions.  This is the first of the 

two “most critical” reasons that Plaintiffs’ motion should be granted.  See Reilly, 858 F.3d at 179 

(“[A] movant for preliminary equitable relief must meet the threshold for the first two ‘most 

critical’ factors: it must demonstrate that it can win on the merits . . . and that it is more likely 

than not to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief”).  Pennsylvania’s 

debilitating suspension scheme is unconstitutional for three reasons: (i) it discriminates against 

people with drug convictions without any rational connection to a legitimate government 

interest, (ii) it deprives Plaintiffs of a property right without due process of law, (iii) and it 

deprives Plaintiffs of their fundamental right to intrastate travel without being narrowly tailored 

to a significant government interest. 

i. Pennsylvania’s Punitive Driver’s License Suspension Scheme 

Discriminates Against People with Drug Convictions Without Any 

Rational Connection to a Legitimate Government Interest 

Pennsylvania’s practice of automatically suspending licenses for any drug conviction is 

not rationally related to any legitimate government goal and serves no discernible government 

interests other than those motivated by bias.  See Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 728 
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(1997) (holding that a challenged law must “be rationally related to legitimate government 

interests”).  Defendants’ policy is inimical to legitimate state interests in public safety, 

rehabilitation, and deterrence.  As a counterproductive relic of the failed war on drugs, the 

practice discriminates against former drug offenders in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment 

because (a) it has no rational relationship to legitimate government goals, and (b) it is 

impermissibly motivated by animus toward people with drug convictions.  

a. Suspending the Licenses of All People with Drug Convictions 

Has No Rational Relationship to Government Interests in 

Crime Reduction, Deterrence, or Traffic Safety 

Defendants’ drug-offender classification for license suspension bears no rational 

relationship to any legitimate state objective.  Pennsylvania punishes people beyond their court-

ordered sentence, suspending licenses with no consideration for whether their offense involved a 

vehicle or whether they pose a threat to public safety.  75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(c).   

Pennsylvania thus forbids safe drivers from driving and creates significant impediments for low-

level offenders, who are typically easiest to rehabilitate if given the proper opportunities. 

Defendants’ debilitating license suspension scheme is not rationally related to the 

government goal of deterrence.  Ex. 4, Henin Decl., ¶¶ 7–9 (stating public defenders in 

Philadelphia “have noticed no decrease in the frequency or severity of drug-related arrests and 

convictions” since the Philadelphia courts began enforcing the drug suspension law).  Instead, 

license suspension erects barriers to post-conviction rehabilitation while failing to incentivize 

compliance with drug laws. This is because irrational and harsh driving penalties for social 

noncompliance offenses (such as drug convictions) do nothing to deter the underlying behavior; 

indeed, the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators has found that “there is no 

evidence which indicates that suspending a person’s driving privileges for social non-

conformance reasons is effective in gaining compliance with the reason for the original non-
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driving suspension.” American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, Suspended and 

Revoked Drivers Working Group, Best Practices 2013, p. 4.
13

   

License suspension fails to deter crime and instead increases the likelihood of recidivism 

because it cripples people’s ability to maintain employment and meet obligations during a time 

when they need to turn their lives around.  License suspension is an unnecessary barrier to 

employment, which can have a huge impact on recidivism rates: a five-year study found that 

“post-release employment was the most important predictor of recidivism among drug offenders. 

In other words, drug offenders would likely become recidivists if they were unemployed after 

release from prison.”  John M. Nally et al., Post-Release Recidivism and Employment among 

Different Types of Released Offenders: A 5-Year Follow-up Study in the United States, 9 Int’l J. 

Crim. Just. Sci. 16, 27 (2014).
14

 Indeed, PennDOT itself has advocated that “allowing 

individuals who have not committed a traffic violation to retain their driving privileges will help 

obtain and maintain employment which has been shown to decrease the chance of recidivism.” 

Ex. 1, Presentation on Driver’s License Suspension, p. 10 (statement by D. Arroyo).  

Any rational basis for license suspension proffered on the basis of deterrence or 

punishment for drug-related crimes is severely undercut by Pennsylvania’s suspension of 

licenses for convictions involving substances not criminalized or controlled by Pennsylvania.  

See 75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(c).  It is logically impossible for Pennsylvania to assert as a 

legitimate state interest deterrence of acts for which it has shown no interest in criminalizing or 

preventing. 

Suspension of driver’s licenses for non-traffic related offenses also does nothing to 

advance a government interest in traffic safety.  Drug convictions, in and of themselves, are 

                                                 
13

 http://www.aamva.org/Suspended-and-Revoked-Drivers-Working-Group/  
14
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unrelated to traffic safety.  Simply because a person has possessed drugs does not mean they 

would endanger traffic safety, just as a person who possesses a bottle of wine at home would not 

necessarily drive while intoxicated.  Indeed, automatic license suspensions for drug offenses may 

actually jeopardize public safety — to meet their basic needs, people often drive even while their 

licenses remain suspended, forcing law enforcement to devote their time to policing 

noncompliance rather than legitimate threats to traffic safety.  A study of license suspensions and 

law enforcement conducted in Pennsylvania and seven other states found that “less traffic 

enforcement of highway safety violations occur[s] as suspensions for social non-compliance 

increase.” American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, Suspended and Revoked 

Drivers Working Group, Best Practices 2013, p. 9.
15

 

Defendants’ singling out of people with drug convictions — who pose no verified risk to 

traffic safety greater than any other class of drivers — is an impermissibly broad classification in 

violation of equal protection.  Plaintiffs have an “ethereal and likely nonexistent risk” of being 

less safe drivers than other groups.  New York City Transit Auth. V. Beazer, 440 U.S. 568, 611 

(1979).  For example, Pennsylvania has not instituted a policy of suspending the license of every 

person who is convicted of a crime that might indicate a proclivity for unsafe road behavior, such 

as public drunkenness, domestic violence, or property damage.  Defendants do not even suspend 

the licenses of people who have committed offenses that do jeopardize traffic safety, such as 

texting and driving, speeding, or failing to yield to a pedestrian.  

The “blanket” targeting of people with drug convictions, when “but a few” will actually 

pose increased risks to traffic safety “and when many other groups have varying numbers” of 

potentially unsafe drivers is “arbitrary and unconstitutional” and thus “must fall before the Equal 

Protection Clause.”  Beazer, 440 U.S. at 611.  That Defendants’ policy is substantially over-

                                                 
15
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inclusive undercuts any defense the government may proffer that the classification serves 

legitimate state purposes.  See Cabell v. Chavez-Salido, 454 U.S. 432, 440 (1982); see also 

Beazer, 440 U.S. at 607–09.  There is no evidence that people with drug convictions pose a 

greater risk to road safety than any other person in the general population.  Thus, Defendants’ 

over-inclusive and arbitrary classification violates the Equal Protection Clause. 

b. Pennsylvania’s Suspension Scheme Is Unlawfully Motivated by 

Animus Toward People with Drug Convictions 

Pennsylvania’s suspension scheme violates Equal Protection because the targeting of 

people with drug convictions is “arbitrary [and] irrational” and is predicated on prejudice against 

a politically unpopular group.  City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., Inc., 473 U.S. 432, 466–

67 (1985); see also New Directions Treatment Serv. v. City of Reading, 490 F.3d 293, 301 (3rd 

Cir. 2007).  Defendants’ arbitrary practice of suspending the licenses of all persons convicted of 

a drug-related offense results from a policy predicated on bias, enacted at the height of the 

hysteria that produced this country’s “war on drugs.” 

Pennsylvania’s practice of suspending licenses for drug convictions immediately 

followed a series of bills passed by the United States Congress in the early 1990s that threatened 

to withhold highway spending from any state that did not suspend licenses for certain non-

traffic-related offenses.  See Rebecca Beitsch, States Reconsider Driver’s License Suspensions 

for People with Drug Convictions, Pew Charitable Trusts Research & Analysis (Jan. 31, 2017);
16

 

see also Act No. 1993 — 33, S.B. No. 970 Vehicles, 177th Regular Session of the General 

Assembly, 1993 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 1993-33 (S.B. 90). 

Animus toward low-level drug offenders motivated this federal requirement.  When the 

first version of this eventual bill was introduced in Congress, sponsoring Senator Frank 

                                                 
16

 http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2017/01/31/states-reconsider-

drivers-license-suspensions-for-people-with-drug-convictions  
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Lautenberg lamented that “[too] few casual drug users will ever see the inside of a jail cell.”  

Drug Offender’s Driving Privileges Suspension Act of 1989: Hearing on S. 1804 Before the 

Subcomm. on Water Res., Transp., and Infrastructure of the S. Comm. on Env’t and Pub. Works, 

S. Hrg. 101-472, 101 Cong. 2 (1989).  Another sponsor of the bill, Senator John Warner, 

described casual drug users as having an “insatiable appetite for illegal narcotics,” and described 

the bill as one that was “intended to hit drug users where it hurts.”  Id. at 6.  Both Senators 

acknowledged the ability to drive was “a way of life for most of our citizens,” id. at 2, and “very 

important,” id. at 6.  Representative Gerald Solomon went so far as to advocate for the execution 

of people involved with illegal substances: 

“Casual drug users are recreational users.  They are . . . driving automobiles into 

the ghettos and inner cities . . . using their drivers’ licenses to finance this drug 

war.  Yes, we should do everything possible to interdict drugs coming into the 

country. . . . [a]nd yes, we should jail—and in some cases even execute—those 

involved in the sale of drugs in this country. . . .  

 

Id. at 12–13.  

 The animus that motivated Congress is evident in the Pennsylvania legislature’s decision 

to indiscriminately suspend the licenses of all drug offenders, no matter their offense. 

Pennsylvania adopted Congress’ discriminatory policy against drug offenders, renewing it at 

each opportunity for over two decades.
17

   

Echoing the sentiment of United States senators in the 1990s, Pennsylvanian Senator 

Michael O’Pake described the vindictive purpose of § 1532’s suspension power, claiming, “[l]et 

us hit them where it hurts, and that is their ability to drive a vehicle for six months.”  

                                                 
17

 See, e.g., 178th Regular Session of the General Assembly, 1994 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 1994-143 (S.B. 

143); see also 182nd Regular Session of the General Assembly, 1998 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 1998-151 (H.B. 

433); 183rd Regular Session of the General Assembly, 1999 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 1999-23 (H.B. 10); 

185th Regular Session of the General Assembly, 2002 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 2002-114 (H.B. 2164); 187th 

Regular Session of the General Assembly, 2003 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 2003-24 (S.B. 8); 188th Regular 

Session of the General Assembly, 2004 Pa. Legis. Serv. Act 2004-237 (H.B. 2873). 
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Pennsylvania Senate Regular Session, PA S. Jour., 199 Reg. Sess. No. 27, 183rd General 

Assembly (May 4, 1999) (statement of Senator Michael O’Pake). 

Pennsylvania’s animus toward drug offenders is evident when assessing the pattern of 

how, and upon whom, the state’s license suspension power is used.  In many instances, 

Defendants suspend licenses for offenses that pose a serious threat to traffic safety, and even to 

human life, for periods equal to or shorter than those to which drug offenders are subjected.  In 

Pennsylvania, a person convicted of a first-time marijuana offense will have their license 

suspended for the same amount of time as a person convicted of reckless driving or racing on 

highways.  See 75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(b)(1).  A person who has two or three drug 

convictions, even if they span a period of thirty years, will have their license suspended for the 

same or a longer period of time than someone convicted of causing death or bodily injury while 

not licensed to drive, committing a hit-and-run that results in death, or vehicular aggravated 

assault while driving under the influence,.  See 75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1532(a)(3).  It is 

irrational for Pennsylvania to hit someone with a minor drug conviction “where it hurts” while 

allowing reckless and dangerous drivers to get back on the road.  

Pennsylvania’s practice of suspending licenses for drug offenses that do not threaten 

traffic safety — while permitting the same or more lenient treatment for offenses that greatly 

imperil lives and public safety — undercuts any assertion by the state that its drug offender 

policy advances a safety-related interest.  Instead, the State uses its license suspension power to 

specifically target and punish people with drug convictions because of “a bare . . . desire to harm 

a politically unpopular group,” which “cannot constitute a legitimate governmental interest.”  

U.S. Dept. of Agric. v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 534 (1973). Pennsylvania’s discriminatory 

suspension scheme targeting people with drug convictions has no rational basis and violates 
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Plaintiffs’ rights under the Equal Protection Clause. 

ii. Defendants’ Practice of Automatically Suspending the Driver’s 

License of Anyone with a Drug Conviction Violates Procedural Due 

Process  

Plaintiffs have a property interest in their drivers’ licenses that may not be deprived 

without due process of law.  Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 539 (1971) (“Suspension of issued 

licenses [] involves state action that adjudicates important interests of the licensees.. . . licenses 

are not to be taken away without that procedural due process required by the Fourteenth 

Amendment.”).  Yet the Department of Transportation automatically deprives any person with a 

drug conviction of their property interest in their license without providing any process 

whatsoever — highlighting the irrationality and prejudice of Defendants’ scheme. 

Defendants’ scheme cannot be logically justified by any state interest, because the state 

makes no attempt to determine which people with drug convictions fit criteria related to the 

state’s interest in regulating driving.  Instead, the license suspension statute creates an 

irrebuttable presumption that people with drug convictions meet some sort of unspoken criterion 

for license suspension that furthers the state’s interest.  Statutes “creating permanent irrebuttable 

presumptions have long been disfavored under the Due Process Clause[.]”  Vlandis v. Kline, 412 

U.S. 441, 446 (1973).  Where a person is deprived of a driver’s license without a forum to rebut 

such a presumption, the license suspension violates procedural due process.  See Bell, 402 U.S. at 

539 (invalidating statute that suspended the license of any uninsured motorist involved in a 

collision because it did not provide an opportunity to be heard on the presumption of fault).  

Nevertheless, Defendants automatically suspend licenses for drug-related convictions without 

affording the right to be heard “at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner” as required by 

procedural due process.  Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1976).   

Whatever the state’s asserted interests in regulating driver’s licenses, drug convictions are 
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an impermissible proxy for determining whatever criterion might merit deprivation of a license.  

On numerous occasions the Supreme Court has struck down automatic procedures resting on 

irrebuttable presumptions “because the proxy was not reasonably related to the ultimate 

criterion” used to merit a deprivation.  See Malmed v. Thornburgh, 621 F.2d 565, 575 (3d Cir. 

1980) (collecting cases).  A drug conviction is one such unreasonable proxy.  For instance, if the 

state were interested in traffic safety, the relevant criterion for license suspension might be 

unsafe driving habits.  Yet 1532(c) does not use a proxy reasonably related to this criterion — 

instead, it creates an irrebuttable presumption that anyone convicted of a drug offense is an 

unsafe driver.  Because the state provides no due process when automatically suspending 

licenses, people with drug convictions are deprived of their property interests with no reasonable 

opportunity to show that they do not present whatever threat the state is attempting to regulate. 

Drug-related convictions, in and of themselves, have no relation to traffic safety. By 

creating an irrebuttable presumption against people with drug convictions — and automatically 

depriving them of their property interests without any process whatsoever — Defendants violate 

Plaintiff’s procedural rights under the Due Process Clause.    

iii. Pennsylvania’s Punitive Driver’s License Suspension Scheme 

Deprives Plaintiffs of Their Fundamental Right to Intrastate Travel  

Pennsylvania’s suspension policy strips Plaintiffs of their mobility and violates their 

constitutional right to travel, which is “a virtually unconditional personal right, guaranteed by the 

Constitution to us all.”  Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S. 489, 498 (1999) (quoting Stewart, J., in 

concurrence) (citations omitted).  The Third Circuit has held that substantive due process 

includes a fundamental right “to move freely about one’s neighborhood or town, even by 

automobile, [because it] is indeed implicit in the concept of ordered liberty and deeply rooted in 

the Nation’s history.”  Lutz v. City of York, Pa., 899 F.2d 255, 268 (3d Cir. 1990) (internal 
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quotations omitted) (emphasis added); see also Galicki v. New Jersey, No. CV 14-169 (JLL), 

2016 WL 4950995, at *13 (D.N.J. Sept. 15, 2016) (noting the Third Circuit “unambiguously 

recognized” the right to intrastate travel).  Courts have also concluded in various contexts that 

the rights of intra- and inter-state travel are coextensive.  McCool v. City of Philadelphia, 494 F. 

Supp. 2d 307, 313 (E.D. Pa. 2007) (“Other lower courts, in different contexts, have also held that 

a right to intrastate travel is co-extensive with the right to interstate travel.”) (citing cases). 

The Lutz Court also established that a law that restricts the “due process right of localized 

movement on the public roadways . . . will be subjected to intermediate scrutiny, and will be 

upheld if it is narrowly tailored to meet significant city objectives.”  899 F.2d at 269–70.  

Defendants’ policy of automatically suspending the driver’s licenses of people with drug 

convictions fails intermediate scrutiny because the restriction is neither narrowly tailored nor 

does it serve a significant state objective.  It is not narrowly tailored because it targets everyone 

convicted of a drug offense, with no consideration of or connection to traffic safety, and it is 

unlimited in scope: it is a broad prohibition on all driving in all locations at all times in all 

circumstances.  It does not contain exceptions for medical emergencies, family emergencies or to 

allow a person with a drug conviction to pursue lawful work.  Indeed, Defendants specifically 

prohibit people whose licenses are suspended under § 1532(c) from obtaining an Occupational 

Limited License.  75 Pa. C.S.A.  1553(d)(10).  Such a broad and restrictive scheme targeting 

individuals who pose no demonstrated threat to public safety is not narrowly tailored. 

 Defendants’ blanket suspension of driver’s licenses of those with drug convictions is not 

related to the goal of traffic safety.  Defendants do not consider traffic safety when suspending 

licenses, depriving people like Mr. Williams — who has a perfect driving record — from 

driving.  By contrast, Defendants do not suspend the licenses of people who have committed 
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offenses that do jeopardize traffic safety, such as texting and driving, speeding, or failing to 

yield to a pedestrian, showing that traffic safety is not the motivation for the policy.  See 75 Pa. 

C.S.A. § 3316 (texting while driving); 75 Pa. C.S.A. § 3362 (speeding); 75 Pa. C.S.A. § 3542(e) 

(failing to yield to pedestrian).  Meanwhile, public safety is jeopardized while law enforcement 

officers must patrol for people (with safe driving records) who might be driving while 

suspended, diverting their attention and time from people who are actually driving unsafely.  

American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, Suspended and Revoked Drivers 

Working Group, Best Practices 2013, p. 9
18

 (studying law enforcement in Pennsylvania and six 

other states and finding “less traffic enforcement of highway safety violations occur[s] as 

[license] suspensions for social non-compliance increase.”).  

 License suspension does not contribute to state interests in crime reduction and 

deterrence. Ex. 4, Henin Decl., ¶¶ 6–10.  Indeed, license suspension increases the likelihood of 

recidivism and additional illegal actions undertaken by suspended drivers.  Due to the hardship 

imposed by a suspended license, many people who need to keep a job, get their children to 

school, or obtain medical care end up driving while their license is suspended — a criminal 

offense.  See 75 Pa. Const. Stat. § 1543.  Furthermore, people whose licenses are suspended 

often have trouble receiving treatment and medical care, maintaining family ties, and finding 

and keeping employment, and thus may be more likely to re-offend, threatening the public 

interest. Ex. 4, Henin Decl., ¶ 5.  Moreover, because the inability to drive creates barriers to 

employment, people with license suspensions may be more likely to resort to illegal means of 

obtaining money out of desperation.  Id at ¶ 11.  

 Virtually every aspect of Plaintiffs’ lives has been affected by license suspension: 

Defendants’ scheme is a broad and unforgiving restriction on all driving at all times in all places 

                                                 
18
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under all circumstances.  Plaintiffs are indigent and cannot afford taxis or other car services for 

all their transportation needs until 2019.  And due to Pennsylvania’s weather conditions — and 

that Plaintiffs respectively must carry cleaning equipment to and from work, and must care for a 

vulnerable premature infant — public transportation and non-motorized modes of transport, 

such as walking or biking, are not feasible alternatives.  Therefore, Plaintiffs’ only form of 

reliable transportation is to drive a personal vehicle.  Yet Defendants’ scheme has entirely 

deprived them of their ability to drive a personal vehicle, violating their fundamental right to 

localized travel.  They have been deprived of their ability to reliably travel by automobile to 

make doctor’s appointments, care for loved ones, engage in previously-held lawful 

employment, attend court-ordered appointments, see their family members, or run errands and 

go about their daily activities in their neighborhood or town.  Defendants’ broad and debilitating 

license suspension scheme fails intermediate scrutiny and deprives Plaintiffs of their 

fundamental right to intrastate travel in violation of substantive due process.  

B. Plaintiffs Will Suffer Irreparable Harm If the Preliminary Injunction Does 

Not Issue 

All putative Class Members face irreparable injury without intervention from this Court 

because their license suspensions will continue to hinder them from finding and maintaining 

employment, taking children to school and doctors’ appointments, seeking medical care, and 

complying with court-ordered obligations, all during the crucial period following a drug 

conviction when people need to be rebuilding their lives.  Ex. 4, Henin Decl., ¶ 5.  

Mr. Harold will be irreparably harmed if his license is not reinstated.  He has already lost 

his business, and has had to take drastic measures — including sleeping at his clients’ homes — 

in an attempt to make ends meet.  While he is prevented from working, his clients will retain new 

house cleaning services and his economic situation will become dire. Stabilizing roles that would 
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keep Mr. Harold from recidivating — a respected business owner, a reliable boyfriend, and a 

father and grandfather — have been stripped from him as a result of his suspension.  As an 

indigent man, Mr. Harold is continually injured each day his license is suspended because he is 

prevented from supporting himself through his business.  As a person with a disability, he is 

continually injured each day his license is suspended because he is prevented from getting proper 

medical treatment.  His immobility has exacerbated his disability and makes it difficult for him 

to seek medical care, and these effects will not abate if his license suspension continues. 

Likewise, Mr. Williams will be irreparably harmed if his license is not reinstated.  Mr. 

Williams is a young man trying to get his life back on track, despite frequent targeting by police 

and minor drug convictions that mar his otherwise-perfect criminal record.  Stabilizing roles that 

would keep Mr. Williams from recidivating — a reliable probationer, a caretaking grandson, and 

a dependable father — have been stripped from him as a result of Defendants’ license suspension 

scheme.  Without the ability to drive, Mr. Williams has been unable to find employment; a 

crucial component of post-conviction success and a necessity for supporting his infant son. 

Mr. Williams faces a real, substantial and imminent threat of irreparable harm to his 

vulnerable son if his license is not reinstated.  Premature infants require frequent medical care, 

and the probability of an emergency medical situation arising is high — especially for an infant 

whose condition has required him to stay hospitalized in intensive care for the last eight months.  

Because Mr. Williams’ son is fragile, taking him on public transportation in harsh weather 

conditions poses an untenable threat to his health, and Mr. Williams will run the risk of being 

late or missing doctor’s appointments if forced to use public transportation for his son’s medical 

needs.  When Mr. Williams’ son returns home in the near future, there is a real and significant 

possibility of harm to Mr. Williams’ son if he cannot receive emergency medical care.  If a 
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medical emergency arises — a possibility that is not unlikely — Mr. Williams will be irreparably 

harmed if he must choose between breaking the law (inviting continued contact with the criminal 

justice system) or endangering his son’s health.  If Mr. Williams’ son misses doctor’s 

appointments or cannot reach emergency medical care, the harm will be irreparable.  It is not 

only counterproductive, but callous for Mr. Williams’ family life and role as a father to be so 

affected by a small amount of marijuana, for which he has already received punishment. 

C. Defendants Will Not Be Harmed If the Preliminary Injunction Does Issue 

Defendants will not suffer any harm if a preliminary injunction is granted.  Pennsylvania 

suspends the licenses of people with drug convictions purely as punishment; the suspensions are 

not used to promote public safety because they do not target people who are unsafe drivers.  

PennDOT itself “takes the position that driving privilege suspensions should be imposed only as 

a consequence for traffic violations and actions that threaten traffic safety,” and thus Defendants 

will not be harmed if an irrational scheme unrelated to traffic safety is enjoined by this Court.  

Ex. 1, Presentation on Driver’s License Suspension, p. 5 (statement by D. Arroyo).  An 

injunction preventing Defendants from suspending licenses on the basis of non-traffic related 

drug convictions will not prevent the state from keeping unsafe drivers off the road, like those 

who are convicted of driving while intoxicated.  Defendants do not consider traffic safety or an 

offender’s driving record when suspending licenses under § 1532(c); they do so automatically, 

with no consideration or goal of improving public safety. 

An injunction preventing Defendants from discriminating against people with drug 

offenses will not harm the state’s interests in punishing drug crime.  If a preliminary injunction is 

granted, drug prosecutions will not be affected and people convicted of drug-related crimes can 

and still will receive punishment from their criminal sentencing court.  Plaintiffs do not 

challenge the state’s right to prosecute drug crimes or the validity of their underlying criminal 
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convictions; instead, they challenge Defendants’ policy of aggravating those convictions through 

a discriminatory and punitive license suspension scheme that is logically unrelated to their 

convictions or any legitimate government purpose.  Defendants gain nothing from automatic 

license suspension, and they will not be irreparably harmed if they are enjoined from operating 

this discriminatory and counterproductive scheme. 

Defendants will not suffer financial harm if a preliminary injunction is granted —  

enforcement of § 1532(c) actually costs the state money, as administrative resources must be 

devoted to issuing suspensions, policing drivers to ensure compliance, and reinstating driving 

rights upon completion of the suspension period. Ex. 1, Presentation on Driver’s License 

Suspension, p. 6, 20 (statement by D. Arroyo) (stating license suspension for drug convictions is 

a “time-consuming process [that] puts a strain on the Department’s resources”); American 

Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, Suspended and Revoked Drivers Working Group, 

Best Practices, p. 15 (2013)
19

 (“[W]ithout a doubt, a tremendous amount of time and resources 

are expended by state and local entities to deal with and process non-highway safety related 

suspensions.”).  Moreover, public safety is also negatively impacted by this suspension scheme, 

as people with drug convictions are a vulnerable population facing the burden of overcoming the 

stigma of a criminal conviction, satisfying the requirements of probation or parole, paying off 

their legal financial obligations, taking care of their physical and mental health, stabilizing their 

families, and generally getting their lives in order.  Ex. 4, Henin Decl., ¶ 6.  Being unable to 

drive to fulfill those responsibilities decreases a person’s chance at successful reentry and 

increases the chance of recidivism, a serious public safety and social concern.  Thus, the state of 

Pennsylvania is far more likely to benefit from the halting of its practice of suspending the 

licenses of people with drug convictions than it is likely to be harmed. 
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D. An Injunction Will Serve the Public Interest by Halting Discrimination, 

Protecting a Fundamental Right, and Reducing Recidivism 

A preliminary injunction stopping Defendants from enforcing Pennsylvania’s 

unconstitutional punitive driver’s license suspension scheme will benefit the public interest.  

Council of Alternative Political Parties v. Hooks, 121 F.3d 876, 884 (3d Cir.1997) (“the public 

interest clearly favors the protection of constitutional rights”). 

Many thousands of Pennsylvania drivers have their licenses suspended each year for drug 

convictions unrelated to traffic safety.  Suspending people’s driver’s licenses when they are at 

their most vulnerable is contrary to the public interest.  People who are overcoming the stigma 

and practical effects of criminal conviction are at risk of re-offending, becoming or remaining 

unemployed, becoming or remaining homeless, and engaging in illegal activity out of economic 

necessity.  All of these risks are harmful to the public interest.  Depriving people of their means 

of transportation only compounds the economic and social hardships they face returning to 

society after their criminal convictions.  Therefore, enjoining Defendants from suspending 

people’s driver’s licenses solely due to drug convictions would serve the public interest. 

IV. Conclusion 

Defendants’ punitive driver’s license suspension scheme violates Plaintiffs’ Equal 

Protection and Due Process rights, the balance of harms weighs heavily in Plaintiffs’ favor, and 

an injunction would serve the public interest.  For all of these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully 

request that this Court preliminarily enjoin Defendants from suspending licenses on the basis of 

non-traffic related drug convictions, and order Defendants to reinstate licenses that have been 

unconstitutionally suspended so Pennsylvanians can work, seek medical care, and take care of 

their families while this matter is resolved. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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     4

(Opening Remarks and Introduction) 

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  We're going to do two

things.  We're going to let our court reporter get

completely set up.  We're going to make a little

shift.  We're going to put this table facing the

audience so everybody can hear our testifiers.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  We have the License

Control Division Manager.

MR. ARROYO:  Good morning.  My name is

Diosdado Arroyo.  I'm the License Control Division

Manager for the Bureau of Driver Licensing at the

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.  On

behalf of Secretary Richards, thank you for the

opportunity to discuss these pieces of proposed

legislation, all of which are centered on the

suspension of driver's licenses.

As you know, driving is a privilege, not

a right.  An individual earns a driver's license

based on the individual's demonstrated knowledge

and skills, and once it is received, the

individual is responsible for obeying traffic laws

and to make safe driving choices.  

Clearly, there are well-defined

consequences, which may include suspension or even

revocation of driving privileges.  The suspension
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     5

of driving privileges has been used for decades to

address poor driving behavior, and there is

research that it can be effective in reducing

traffic crashes.  

However, suspensions are now used as a

mechanism to gain compliance with non-highway

safety or social nonconformance violations as

well.  In general, PennDoT takes the position that

driving privilege suspensions should be imposed

only as a consequence for traffic violations and

actions that threaten traffic safety traffic, like

refusing chemical testing after a DUI arrest.  

This is consistent with PennDoT's support

of House Bill 42, which eliminate driver's license

suspensions for non-highway safety violations.

Research has shown that driver's license

suspensions for non-highway safety reasons are

ineffective and dilute the effectiveness of

suspensions for highway safety convictions.

During the calendar year 2016 alone,

PennDoT received over 14,000 violations for

non-highway safety infractions, which are

processable both electronically and manually.

However, we estimate that nearly 7400 of these

violations had to be processed manually due to
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inaccurate or incomplete defendant information.  

This time-consuming process puts a strain

on the Department's resources.  If enacted, House

Bill 42 would have some costs to update systems

and processes.  In addition, there would some lost

restoration fees.  With that said, for a 2013

study by the American Association of Motor Vehicle

Administrators, or AAMVA, that resulted in the

Best Practices Guide for Reducing Suspended

Drivers, there are significant benefits to

eliminating nondriver suspensions not only for

PennDoT, but also for the courts and law

enforcement.

Also, there is a significant impact,

especially to younger drivers who receive

nondriving violation suspensions.  These

suspensions can effectively prevent them from

having the opportunity to reverse their life in a

positive way.  While driving is a privilege, it is

a key part in ensuring employment.  

For your convenience, I brought copies of

the study, and those have been handed out to the

Committee.

In addition, the Committee also asked

about the Department's comments related to House
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     7

Bill 163, which would eliminate driver's license

suspensions for a drug conviction and for a

conviction or adjudication of delinquency for

terroristic threats committed on any school

property for any person aged 21 or younger.  

As I had mentioned earlier, based on

research that showed the ineffectiveness of

driver's license suspensions for nontraffic

violations, PennDoT supports this legislation

conditioned upon the adoption of House Resolution

76.

Federal law requires driver's license

suspensions for all convictions of drug offenses,

and PennDoT must submit an annual certification to

the Federal Highway Administration, or FHWA, to be

considered compliant with this law.  When a state

fails to comply, FHWA is authorized to withdraw

federal funding from the state, either 8 or

10 percent of the funds appropriated to that state

under the Transportation Equity Act of the 21st

Century.  

However, if the state opposes the

imposition of driver's license suspensions for

drug convictions, there is another option.  States

may comply with this law by annually submitting a
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certification to FHWA stating they are opposed to

the enactment or enforcement of a state law that

requires a license suspension or revocation based

on a drug conviction as well as certification that

both Houses of the Legislature have adopted a

resolution expressing their opposition to these

suspensions.  

House Resolution 76 would serve that

purpose for Pennsylvania and would need to be

adopted concurrently with House Bill 163 so as to

not jeopardize Pennsylvania's share of federal

highway funding.  

For perspective, in 2016, PennDoT

received and processed approximately 27,000 drug

conviction violations.  As with House Bill 42,

there would be some cost to implement House Bill

163 to update systems and processes if this

legislation were enacted.  In addition, there

would be some lost restoration fees.  But as noted

earlier, PennDoT believes based on the study done

by AAMVA that the benefits to PennDoT, law

enforcement, the courts and individuals themselves

far outweigh those fiscal impacts.  

Lastly, I'll discuss HB 1777, which would

establish a 12-month amnesty program by the courts
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in cooperation with PennDoT.

The bill would allow qualified

individuals to reinstate their suspended driving

privileges and remove points from their records.

The amnesty would be available only where the

licensee had failed to pay or has become

delinquent in paying the fines, fees and penalties

owed to the court for certain traffic violations.  

PennDoT is neutral on this legislation.

It should be noted, however, as currently written,

a convicted driver who receives a suspension and

becomes delinquent in paying the associated fine

may be granted amnesty under the bill upon payment

of the fine.  The amnesty would excuse that driver

from serving the remainder of the suspension.  

In contrast, a convicted driver who

receives a suspension and promptly pays in full

the associated fine would have to serve the full

suspension.  This discrepancy raises equal

protection issues.  

The driver granted amnesty and the driver

who promptly pays the fine are treated differently

even though both have paid the fine.  As with

previous legislation, changes to PennDoT's

driver's licensing process would be necessary.  
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In closing, I would note that the AAMVA

2013 Best Practices Guide for reducing suspended

drivers states that the cost of arresting,

processing, administering and enforcing social

nonconformance-related driver's license

suspensions create a significant strain on budgets

and other resources and detract from highway and

public safety priorities.  The elimination of

driver's license suspensions for reasons other

than traffic safety violations would provide

relief from the ongoing strain on resources.  

Moreover, allowing individuals who have

not committed a traffic violation to retain their

driving privileges will help obtain and maintain

employment which has been shown to decrease the

chance of recidivism.  

Thank you again for this opportunity to

support this legislation.  I will be more than

happy to take questions from the Committee at this

point.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Thank you, sir.  The

first question will be going to the discrepancy

you described in Representative Wheatley's bill

and ask if you think you should go that next step

for those people who did pay their fines and then
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had excess suspension.

How would you suggest given this thought

about how to rectify that equal protection

argument?

MR. ARROYO:  That would be an option that

would essentially not penalize or, for lack of a

better word, not have the playing field fair for

the individual who has paid their fine in full

immediately and they would still have to serve

their suspension.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  We have to consider

that.  I'm sorry for jumping around.  

I'll give you a chance to respond to

Mr. Arroyo's comments.  

REPRESENTATIVE WHEATLEY:  I can

appreciate PennDoT's position, but it's similar to

what we've done with tax amnesty.  There's the

same argument.  You have taxpayers who paid their

taxes on time and fairly.  But we just recently

twice have allowed for an amnesty period for

people who have not paid their taxes to allow for

them to catch up.

It's the same kind of dilemma with the

same types of, I think, benefit for the

Commonwealth, because there are some people when
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you give the extra incentives, especially those

who have had a history of years and years of

additional penalties that are attached on them,

that they are not going to ever come into our

system in a legal way, but they're still

endangering because they're going to still drive.

So I think that's something that the

general assembly should consider.  It's the exact

same principle as the tax amnesty.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  I think that's a great

point because the difference with your tax amnesty

example is that someone will be allowed to drive

and someone will not who paid the same price.

Representative Miller.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  Thank you.  On

that question -- and I apologize.  I can't recall

every aspect of Representative Wheatley's bill.

Somebody goes in, gets found guilty, and gets the

called-for license suspension for whatever, pays

the fine and still has to do the 12 months.

Somebody loses their license for 12 months.  They

cannot drive.  

My point is, wouldn't they still have the

12 months?  Wouldn't they have just lost the same

amount of time anyhow?  If you paid the fine on
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the first day of your suspension, the last day of

suspension, that doesn't matter; right?

MR. ARROYO:  Well, that would fall on the

courts.  Someone convicted of -- say fleeing and

eluding would give someone a 12-month suspension.

So the individual that's convicted of fleeing and

eluding would receive a one-year suspension,

follow-on suspension.  And say they paid their

fine in full.  

You have another individual who's

convicted of the very same violation and receives

a 12-month suspension, but, say, they're not able

to pay the full fine up front.  They set up a

payment arrangement.  That individual then goes

into default.  So this amnesty bill would allow

that individual to pay a reduced penalty or fee

and then have their suspension term immediately

rescinded, have their driving privileges

immediately reinstated.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  I thought it was

the original penalty.  It's not the big baby

original penalty, the first original penalty?

MR. ARROYO:  The fine associated with

fleeing and eluding.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  Let's say it's a
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thousand bucks.  I have no idea.  I thought the

bill -- correct me, Jake or anybody, if I got it

wrong -- I thought the bill was saying -- say, you

ended up getting three separate suspensions

because you owed a thousand bucks for fleeing and

eluding.  I thought what it said is that it wipes

out everything additional that came up and you pay

what you were originally were supposed to pay.  

REPRESENTATIVE WHEATLEY:  From my

understanding, if your original penalty required a

12-month suspension as well, you would still serve

that, but most people would already be able to

prove that they've served that suspension.

So it's not that they would not have to

do whatever the fine -- whatever the original fine

and penalty was, they would have had to have met

those obligations before they could legally come

back to PennDoT and say I've done it.  

So if there was a 12-month suspension

associated with it, they would have to serve that

12-month suspension on top of paying the fine

before they were able to actually to apply.

Now, what this bill is saying though is

if your original suspension is less than 11

points, then you can pay that fine without those
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additional -- this is my understanding -- without

those additional associated things that you might

have gotten.  So if you've been driving five years

and got additional suspensions after those, those

are the things that are wiped off that clears you

for going back to get your license.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  I'm looking at at

1593, Program Requirements on the bill, it looks

like section (b), and I see a hundred percent of

the original fine language.  Perhaps it's

something that you can help me out later in

understanding.

My whole point is when you're talking

about an equal protection type of argument, what I

see is the elimination of late fines.  Maybe that

would be something to talk about.  My point is

whether you pay your fine on the first day of your

suspension or the last day of your suspension, as

far as I recall, that made no difference.

His bill would just say you're paying the

original fine still in its full, just absent late

fees that may come up for any subsequent offenses.

So I'm not entirely sure the equal protection

argument is there.

Let me ask my hopefully second question.
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You mentioned mine and Rick's issues with 76 and

so forth.  The one difference that I come about --

I wondering if you can give any thought about

it -- is that I still have some concern.  There

are some states like I mentioned, Ohio for example

and Indiana is another one, where they instead of

doing a blanket -- there's no doubt Rick's idea is

simple and easier to do.  Those states don't

eliminate all suspensions for drug possession.  

Instead, what they do, both of those

states as an example, they give discretion to the

judge to tailor that, to use it as kind of a

carrot baiting stick, to go a long probation, say,

once I'm confident that you're not in line with A,

B and C, whether it be two months -- a kid maybe

went partying and for some reason was holding a

bag even though they've never used before versus

somebody who uses 15 bags of heroin a Saturday

night.  So they tailor it between those two.

I'm wondering if that possible tailoring

is something you could speak to, not so much

whether you approve one way or another, but do you

have the capability of monitoring that?

MR. ARROYO:  From the business side, the

IT side, I'm not sure if PennDoT would be able to
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monitor.  I see that as the courts being the

entity that's responsible for monitoring, making

these decisions.

Today currently, PennDoT is just a

receiver of the information once the disposition

has been rendered.  We don't necessarily monitor

any type of compliance.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  Here's my point.

When an officer, let's say, pulled over somebody

for whatever reason and wants to check to see if

the license is suspended and the judge, in my

example going off of Ohio, goes the discretion

route and says you know what, you've given me two

screens showing you're in treatment, so forth, I'm

giving your license back, where you have your

license like in OLL to just go to work or to see

your kid or something else like that.  

How can that work?  How can that

flexibility be given to a judge in a way that the

officer would be able to verify the status of a

license?  Because I'm sure they're not necessarily

following the judge.

MR. ARROYO:  Is your example using the

preface the individual's driving privileges is

suspended or the individual was convicted in that
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example?

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  In this example,

say he's convicted, suspended for a period of

time, showed compliance for a month and the judge

said, I'm relieving you of the suspension as long

as you continue to show compliance on your

treatment program.

So instead of the mandatory six that they

might have gotten on a possession charge, the

judge said, you're showing me progress.  I'm

letting you go with one.  My belief is the police

in checking a license would be checking PennDoT

information.

MR. ARROYO:  They would.  If the court

makes a decision to rescind or restore that

individual with driving privileges, the court

would have to submit that information to us.  And

if there's some type of law enacted that would

authorize that, then we would restore that

individual's driving privileges.  So if they are

pulled over and law enforcement checks the record,

they will no longer be under suspension.

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  So it sounds like

something that can be done.  Correct?

MR. ARROYO:  Yes.  There would be an
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option as well for an occupational limited

license.  Currently, an individual convicted of a

drug violation is ineligible for an occupational

limited license. 

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:  Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Representative

Donatucci.  

REPRESENTATIVE DONATUCCI:  Thank you for

your testimony.  

MR. ARROYO:  You're welcome.

REPRESENTATIVE DONATUCCI:  Earlier in

your testimony, you mentioned that in 2016, there

were 14,000 nondriving violations.  Can you tell

me the total amount of licenses currently

suspended for nondriving?

MR. ARROYO:  For nondriving violations, I

wouldn't know that offhand.  I could provide that

information to you.  

REPRESENTATIVE DONATUCCI:  Are there any

fines or fees associated with nondriving

suspensions?

MR. ARROYO:  They are.

REPRESENTATIVE DONATUCCI:  Is there a

high cost to PennDoT of the processing of
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nondriving-related suspensions?

MR. ARROYO:  It's an added cost.  The

cost is basically absorbed in our daily operations

for processing the traffic violations as well.

It's just that they're an everyday operation.  But

there is an added cost.  If they would be

eliminated, there would be a cost savings.

REPRESENTATIVE DONATUCCI:  Thank you.  

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Representative Don

Costa. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA:  Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.  

Basically, it was my understanding or is

my understanding these bills and resolutions are

for nontraffic offenses.  You were stating fleeing

and eluding.  I can tell you Representative

Jozwiak and I as former law enforcement, we're

going to oppose it.  I'm sure the law enforcement

community will oppose it.

MR. ARROYO:  HB 1777 does include traffic

violations.  It just excludes certain what you can

consider major violations, such as DUI, leaving

the scene of an accident or homicide by vehicle.

There's only a specific set of ineligible

violations.  Other than that, HB 1777 will cover
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traffic violations.

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA:  So we're saying if

someone has accumulated 11 points or 10 points,

we're going to wipe that clean for speeding?

Let's face it, if you get 10 points, you're a

habitual offender.  

MR. ARROYO:  The representative can speak

to that.  It's where the bill -- if the violation

that placed you under suspension -- correct me if

I'm wrong -- puts you over the point accumulation

that requires suspension, which is reaching 11

points or more, if amnesty is granted, then we

would remove those points and restore that

individual's operating privileges.

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA:  I don't know.

Maybe you can speak to it, Jake.  Fleeing and

eluding, that's one that I know that we could not

support in law enforcement because it causes

deaths.  It causes accidents.  It causes crashes.

That's a major violation.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Representative

Wheatley can respond.

REPRESENTATIVE WHEATLEY:  I will say

this:  We're very much open to any suggestions in

working with this and to process it.  
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It is my understanding that, again, it's

only if the original offense -- so, again, we were

trying to take people back to their original

offenses.  If the original offense puts you over

the point system at 11 points, then even when you

pay your fine, you will still have to wait the

time limit to get you under the 11 before you

could get your restoration letter to go to

PennDoT.  You still have to do that.

So that wouldn't take away from law

enforcement's concerns, because the driver would

still have to pay their penance for their original

fine.

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA:  Thank you, Jake.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Representative Kortz.

REPRESENTATIVE KORTZ:  Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.   

Mr. Arroyo, thank you for your testimony.

MR. ARROYO:  You're welcome.  

REPRESENTATIVE KORTZ:  The amnesty

program in 1976, can you tell me, was it a blanket

amnesty program for everything, or was it only

supposed to be for -- can you get that

information?

MR. ARROYO:  I can get that information.
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That's a little before my time.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Representative Gainey.

REPRESENTATIVE GAINEY:  Thank you,

Mr. Chairman. 

My question involves nondriving issues,

when a vehicle is not driven.  How many are

related to child support?

MR. ARROYO:  I don't have that number.  I

can provide you with a number on driver

suspensions that have occurred in a specific

timeframe.  

REPRESENTATIVE GAINEY:  I appreciate

that.  Can I get an idea if you go back from 2010

all the way up, for example, five years, or just

five years of how many licenses have been

suspended for failure to pay child support.  I'm

curious because I haven't seen that part, but I've

seen it keep people out of work.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  Are there any other

questions?  Thank you.

MR. ARROYO:  You're welcome.

CHAIRMAN JOZWIAK:  I'm sure you will be

involved in this process.  Thank you.

Can we assemble our next panel talking

about amnesty legislation.  The sisterly group
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